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St. Godric’s RC Primary School 
Mathematics policy 

 
 

1.   Introduction 
 

1.1 The governors of St. Godric’s school accept fully the designation of 
Mathematics as a core subject of the National Curriculum and this Statement 
of policy takes into account the statutory and the non-statutory guidelines 
relating to this. 

 
1.2 The governors of St. Godric’s School are of the view that the development of 

the mathematical skills is a crucial core entitlement for all pupils within 
statutory education age. 

 
2 Definition 
 

2.1 This policy statement describes the mathematical experiences to which the 
governors of St Godric’s School believe all pupils are entitled.  The teaching 
of mathematics must cover all phases, from 5 to 11, as a clearly defined 
subject.  It starts in the Early Years with the development and use, across a 
range of activities, of children’s mathematical language, mental recall, 
problem solving ability, recording techniques and experience of shape, space 
and measure. 

 
2.2 Primary school have a responsibility to develop all areas of mathematics, in 

particular an awareness and familiarity with numeracy, to develop mental 
strategies, spatial awareness, and an awareness of measures, algebra, data 
handling and probability and, above all to develop the ability to use and apply 
mathematics.  This should happen, not only in time allocated to 
mathematics, but across the whole curriculum. 

 
3.     Scope 

 
3.1 This policy statement applies to all pupils in St Godric’s School, where the 

development of skills and concepts must be seen as a continuous process. 
 

3.2 The Early Years’ child is outside National Curriculum requirements.  However, 
children should be experiencing activities giving opportunity to develop 
mathematical skills, following the early learning goals from the Foundation 
Stage. 

 
3.3 This policy statements applies to all pupils throughout their compulsory 

schooling. 
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4.   Rationale  
 

4.1 The governors of St Godric’s School support the view that mathematics 
makes a broad contribution the education of pupils and students at all ages.  
It enables pupils and students to describe, explain, communicate, predict and 
to suggest possible answers to problems.  It offers the opportunity for 
intellectual, independent and co-operative work.  It develops an awareness of 
relationships and pattern, and how these can bring about a deeper 
understanding of a situation.  Mathematics has within it a universal means of 
communication, including symbolism and operations, which pupils need to 
be able to use and understand. 

 
4.2 Through mathematics, pupils develop their own abilities and qualities, 

enabling them to tackle problems.  Their mathematical learning involves a 
combination of skills, facts, conceptual structures, mental strategies and 
general processes and communication skills. 

 
5.  Entitlement 
 

5.1 The governors of St Godric’s School believe that each pupil and student is 
entitled to a curriculum which is broad and balanced over at least the fields 
defined by the National Curriculum of Using and Applying Mathematics, 
Number, Algebra, Shape, Space and measure, and Handling Data.  The work 
on these fields of mathematics should be inter-related; in particular, using 
and applying mathematics should stretch across and permeate all other work 
in mathematics. 

 
5.2 All mathematical experience and activities need to be well-structured with 

clear stage of progression.  Through these experiences, the pupil will be 
encouraged to: 

 
5.2.1 select materials, and the mathematics they use, in particular to make 

use of appropriate methods and tools for calculations; 
 

5.2.2 become confident with a range of mathematical tools and new 
technology; 

 
5.2.3 discuss, record, interpret and communicate; 

 
5.2.4 predict, make, test and use hypotheses; 
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5.2.5 engage in practical tasks, real life situations, problem solving and 
investigative work; 

 
5.2.6 have a repertoire of mental strategies to do calculations; 

 
5.2.7 practise and consolidate. 

 
 
 

5.3 All pupils and students are entitled to a continuous and progressive 
mathematical education which meets their individual needs,  This requires: 

 
5.3.1 compatibility and coherence of the organisation, and approaches 

adopted by different teachers as pupils move through the school, 
across phases; 

 
5.3.2 sequencing and organisation of experiences, activities and 

mathematical topics; 
 

5.3.3 flexibility and variety of teaching and learning styles employed, 
including the National Numeracy Strategy. 

 
5.4 Assessment will be used at every stage and will include formative, summative 

and evaluative elements to enable effective planning of programmes of 
study.  Assessment in mathematics will reflect the overall school policy on 
assessment.  It will incorporate teachers’ assessment and SATs in line with 
National Curriculum guidelines. 

 
6   Aims 

 
6.1 Mathematics should promote a positive attitude towards enjoyment, and 

appreciation, of the subject and develop motivation, perseverance and 
flexibility which relate to everyday life. 

 
6.2 Mathematical investigations should involve problem and practical tasks 

which can be approached from a variety of viewpoints.  As the child moves 
throughout he school, emphasis should be placed upon a broad and balanced 
mathematical curriculum which embraces the following; 

 
6.2.1 activities should involve tasks which develop mental stratgies 

knowledge, skills and understanding; 
 

6.2.2 the starting point should always be at the child’s own ability level and, 
where appropriate, pupil’s own interests and questions should be 
used; 

 
6.2.3 the order of activities should be flexible; 
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6.2.4 where appropriate, learning should involve both independent and 

group activities; 
 

6.2.5 task should be practical, investigative, oral, mental, written and 
problem solving activities; 

 
6.2.6 where appropriate, use of calculators, information communication 

technology, and other mathematical aids should be included. 
 

6.2.7 development of mathematical vocabulary should be included in all 
areas. 

 
7  Early Years 

 
7.1 The National Curriculum for mathematics was designed to start with children 

aged five years and over, but children who begin, on entry into EY, at four 
years, who are given a wide range of mathematical experiences, following 
the learning goals from the foundation stages. 

 
7.2 The experiences, which would make up a balanced curriculum in EY, is a 

mixture of individual and group work.  A teacher who fosters the 
development of a child’s autonomy is one who encourages them to think and 
make decisions for themselves. 

 
7.3   Mathematical studies have shown that young children possess mathematical 

 abilities before they start school and most likely to be elicited by clear and       
concrete problems, the meaning of which children can grasp easily.  The 
 Early Years teacher will take into account what the children already know by
   considering:- 

 
baseline assessment 

  own observations 
   any nursery records 
   parent/carers comments 

 
7.4 IN EY, mathematics is virtually inextricable from the other subject areas of 

science, art, language, physical education, history, geography and 
environmental studies.  Mathematics contributes to the overall experience of 
the pupil. 

 
7.5 The main aims of mathematics, when a child first enters EY, consists of 

encouraging a favourable attitude to mathematics, by both boys and girls, 
and this is most often achieved by presenting mathematical activities in an 
interesting and enjoyable way.  In the early part of the child’s experience, 
mathematics should lead to the development of analytical and problem 
solving skills, classification skills, number skills, mental skills and sensation 
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(or ordering) skills.  These aims and objectives overlap with the broader 
overall aims of a EY class. 

 
7.6 In the EYFS class a large range of activities support  the teaching and 

learning of maths including; 
 

  number and patterns in daily routine 
  board games 
  construction 

   stories, song, rhymns, finger games 
   sand and water 
   two and three-dimensional work 
   cooking and shopping 
   outdoor play 

 
 
7.7  There will be a daily maths lesson in EY class.  

 
8 Classroom management and practice 

 
8.1 Teaching and learning styles.  Children will be given a variety of teaching and 

learning styles; 
 

Group work 
Individual work 
Whole class on same concept 
 

8.1.1 Children will receive a daily Mathematic lesson in which every child 
will experience good direct teaching that; 

 
(a) gives them instruction, demonstrates, explains and illustrates 
mathematics …. linking it to previous work; 
 
(b) maximise teacher interaction with pupil, so that they can talk and 
be listened to, and receive feedback that helps them develop 
mathematical knowledge, skills and understanding. 

 
(c) allow pupils to show what they know, explain their thinking and 
methods and suggest alternative ways of tackling problems, 

 
“The implementation of National Numeracy Strategy” DFEE 

 
 

8.1.2 Daily maths lessons will include; 
 

(a) whole class oral and mental starter to rehearse and sharpen skills. 
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(b) whole class maths teaching, concentrating on the development of 
numeracy skills, including direct teaching and practical and/or written 
tasks for the children. 
 

 
(c) a plenary to feedback from children to identify and sort 
misconceptions, and provide a summary of key ideas to consolidate 
and extend lessons objectives. 
 

8.1.3 There will be an opportunity for a wide variety of mathematical 
experience: 

 
Mental   Mechanical 
Problem solving Games 
Investigation  Information technology 
Communication           Real Maths 

8.1.4 The children will be encouraged to have good work habits in an 
organised classroom where effective use has been made of space, 
time and resources. 

 
8.1.5 The use of the environment  will be explored i.e.: 

 
In the classroom 
In school 
Within the school premises 
Within the locality 
 

8.2 Range and balance of learning and teaching processes. 
 

high expectation and clear objectives 
high proportion of direct teaching 
oral and mental work 
use of correct mathematical vocabulary 
effective questioning 
differentiation in group work 
variety of opportunities for children to demonstrate and explain, do practical 
work, discusses, practise and solve problems 
key learning points reinforced in plenary 
misconceptions dealt with  
homework set 

 
8.2.1 It is envisaged that a variety of approached will be used: 

 
Cross-curricular links 
Mathematics topics 
Specific mathematics lessons 

http://www.st-godricsrc.durham.sch.uk/
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Solving real life problems 
 

8.2.2 The grouping of the children will include a variety of forms such as: 
 

Ability  Friendship 
Random Individual 
Age  Whole class 

 
8.3 Use of classroom resources to promote learning.  As far as possible resources 

are distributed throughout the school, so that each classroom will have 
resources accessible in order that pupils may select the appropriate materials 
and the mathematics to use for a practical task. 

 
8.3.1 There is also a central resource of large equipment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

9 Practical Activities     
 
 9.1  Skills 
   

Setting up equipment and using measuring instruments are a necessary part 
of any practical exercise.  There will be occasions when skills are practised in 
isolation, but the aim of such practice will be to enable pupils to use them in a 
relevant context; for instance by knowing what equipment to select and 
when and how to use it. 
 

9.2 Observation 
 

Where pupils use any of their senses, together with their existing experience  
and understanding, to select the mathematically important features of an 
object or event. 

 
9.3 Illustrative 
 

In which pupils follow a detailed set of instructions.  They may use basic skills 
and observation as part of an experiment which is designed to help them 
understand or concept. 

 
9.4 Investigation 
 

In which pupils are set a task, by the teacher or themselves, with little in the 
way if instructions.  They make their own decisions as to the choice of route 
to a solution.  Again, they use basic skills and observations.  They also use 
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their existing ideas and concepts in helping to plan and interpret their 
practical work. 

 
All four are a necessary part of a broad and balanced curriculum. 

 
10 Calculators 

 
The National Numeracy Strategy requires pupils to develop a range of methods for 
calculating, from mental methods through to the use of calculators. 
 

10.1 Children will be encouraged to use a mixture of techniques when doing 
calculations.  They will be encourage to develop their range of skills, 
make decisions about how to tackle calculations and be confident in the 
use of their methods both within mathematics and in other contexts. 

 
10.2 Classroom equipment throughout the school ensures calculators are 

available as a calculating aid for Year 5.  Calculator should not be used for 
calculations that children can efficiently and accurately do mentally or 
with pencil and paper. 

 
10.3 Younger children (below Year 5) will be taught how to use a calculator.  

The calculator may be used as a teaching aid in any year group to help 
children understand key concepts such as place value. 

10.4 With practice children will learn to identify appropriate tasks where the 
calculator is a valuable tool. 

 
11 Assessment 

 
11.1 The assessment of mathematics will include formative, diagnostic, 

summative and evaluative elements to enable effective planning of 
individual’s programmes of study. 

 
11.1.1 Assessment will incorporate Teacher Assessment and SATs in line 

with National Curriculum guidelines. 
 

11.1.2 Short Term Assessment 
 

Informal assessment built into daily lesson 
Diagnose errors and put them right as soon as possible 
Mark children’s work and give good feed back 

 
11.1.3 Medium Term Assessment 

 
Plan assessment activities and written task for each half term or at 
the end of each unit work. 
 
Assess mental maths each half term. 

http://www.st-godricsrc.durham.sch.uk/
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11.1.4 Long Term Assessment 

 
Use end of year tests to help find out what children have learned. 

 
12 Special educational needs 

 
Within the National Curriculum framework, children of all ages and abilities 
are catered for.  Those with special mathematical needs will be provided for 
with a programme of study at their own level through an IEP 

 
12.1 The child will be taken through appropriate, small learning steps once his 

or her needs are determined and a sensitive approach will be employed 
towards those children who encounter difficulties which affect 
presentation. 

 
 
 
 
13 Presentation of mechanical/written work 

 

A flexible approach to mathematics will be applied with a standard 
framework to allow for individual approaches and development. 

 
13.1 Children should understand the need for logical and systematic methods 

of working and be encouraged to take a pride in their presentation. 
 

13.2 Continuity throughout KS2 will involve the children putting a date and 
title on each piece of work.  This applies when children have found it 
necessary to record and present work in their own books/paper.  In order 
to develop presentation skills we envisage that children at different 
stages of development will have different requirements and needs.  
GENERALLY: 

 
Reception and Y1 Use plain paper and lined paper 
(Y1), Y2 and Y3 Use large squared paper 
(Y3), Y4 and Y5 Use squared paper 
Y5 and Y6  Use squared paper 

 
13.3 Written Calculations 

 
Written calculations should be done when:- 
 
 Calculations are too difficult to do mentally. 
 They do not justify the use of a calculator (quicker by pencil and 
paper) 
 Calculation usually involve two, three, and four-digit numbers. 

http://www.st-godricsrc.durham.sch.uk/
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The aim is that all children by age 11 years should be able to carry out a 
standard written method for all four operations ( +, -, x, ÷ ). 
 
Calculation methods should be:- 
 
 Appropriate: either mental, written or use of calculator. 
 Reliable: child consistently get the right answer. 
 Effective: carried out reasonably quickly. 
 

 
13.4 Additions 

 

13.4.1 Setting out Work 
 

(a)  1 + 3 = 
 

(b) Mental methods, partitioning, adding the tens first  e.g. 
 

  4  7  +  7 6 
  4  0  +  7 0  =  1 1 0 
      7  +     6  =     1 3 
 
1 0 0  +  1 3  =  1 2 3  

(c) Using a numberline 
 

4 3   +  2 6 
 

 

   +10  +10 +1+1+1+1+1+1 

4 3        ∩     ∩  ∩∩∩∩∩∩= 6 9 

 
   OR 
 

  +20  + 6 

4 3     ∩             ∩∩∩∩∩∩                = 6 9 

 

(d) Vertical Layout 
 

4 7 
   + 7 6 
    1 3 (units 6 + 7 ) 
            1 1 0 (tens 7 0 + 4 0 ) 
             1 2 3 

http://www.st-godricsrc.durham.sch.uk/
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            ====   
 

(e) Vertical layout, extending to 3 digit numbers.  Partial sums are 
added mentally. 

 

3 6 8 
   + 4 9 3 
       1 1 ( 8 + 3 ) 
   + 1 5 0 ( 6 + 9 ) 
   + 7 0 0 (3 0 0 + 4 0 0 ) 
    8 6 1 
    ==== 
 

(f) Vertical layout, contacting the working to a compact efficient 
form: 

 

e.g.    4 7 
         +   1716 
  1 2 3 
 ==== 

 

       carrying numbers above the line 
 

   e.g. 3 6 8 
           +  41913 
    8 6 1 
    ==== 
 
 

(g) Move on to addition of larger numbers and decimals. 
 
13.4.2 Addition Year 3 and Year 4 
 

Written calculation; children must have a secure foundation of number 
before they start on formal written calculation. 

 
Children need to: 
 understand place value in three-digit numbers 
 partition three digit numbers into H.T.U. 
 know by heart additions and substation facts to 20 
 add and subtract mentally any pair of two digit numbers 
 explain their strategy orally’ 
 
When children have acquired the above skill they are ready to move on to 
written calculations, (this applied to any year group) 
 
13.5 Subtraction 

   
13.5.1 Setting Out Work 
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(a) 3 – 1 = 2 

 
or count on – complementary addition. 

 
(b) Use a number line. 

 
(c) e.g. 46 – 23 = 
    6 -   3 =   3 
  40 – 20 = 20 
  20 +   3 = 23 
 
(c) Vertical Layout 

 
e.g.    46 

- 23 
  3 (  6 –   3 units) 

            +    20 (40 – 20 units) 
       23   
       ==  

 
 

13.5.1 Vertical Layout – Decomposition 
 

Children begin to record calculations in preparation for an efficient 
standard method. 
 

   e.g. 81 = 80 +1 = 70 + 11 
           -   57 = 50 +7 = 50 +  7  
               20 +   4  = 24 
    Leading to:- 
 
   e.g. 754 = 700 + 50 + 4 
          -     86          80 + 6 
 
            = 700 +   40 + 14    adjust T to U  744 
                 80 +  6              -  86 
 
            = 600 + 140 + 14    adjust H to T  644 
      80 +  6              -  86 
 
    600 +   60 +  8   =  668  
    ========== 
  

13.5.2 Subtraction by Decomposition 
 

Leading to :- 
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e.g. 7 4 2    7 4 2 
          - 2 7 6             - 2 7 6  
        6 (12 – 6)   4 6 6 
     6 0 (130 – 70)  ==== 
 4 0 0 (600 –200) 

   4 6 6  
   ==== 

  
13.6 Multiplication 

 
 

13.6.1 Setting Out Work 
 

(a) Mental methods, using partitioning;- 
 

e.g  38 x 7 = (30 x 7) + (8 x 7) 
 

(b) Grid layout, expanded working:- 
 

| x |   30      8 |        . 
| 7 | 210 + 56 | 266 

             === 
  

(c) Extended to bigger numbers:- 
 

e.g.  56 x 27 
     x | 50              6 |          . 
    20| 1000      120 | 1120 
        |                      | 
     7 |  350         42 | 392 
        |                      | 1512 
           ==== 
 

13.6.Vertical Layout – Expanded Working 
 

e.g.  38 
          x    7  
  56 (8 x 7) 
  210 (30 x 7) 
  266 
  ===  
 

13.6.3 Vertical Layout – Compact Working 
 

e.g         3 8 
  x     2 7 
     2 6 6 
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    ==== 
 

 
Number carried to be small than other numbers and placed above the 
line 
 

13.6.4 Vertical Format – Expanded 
 

. e.g.     56 
  x  27 
      42   6 x 7 
    350 50 x 7 
    120   6 x 7 
  1000  
  1512 
  ==== 
   

13.6.5 Vertical Layout – Compact working 
 

    56 
x   27  
   392 (56 x 7) 
 1120 (56 x 20) 

     1152 
    ==== 
 
13.7 Division  
 

Initially use is made of mental strategies and inverse of multiplication and  
division through knowledge of tables; 
 
6 x 5 = 30  therefore  30 ÷ 5 = 6 
 
also the idea of repeated subtraction in that you can take five away from 30 

six  
times. 
 
This leads on to a written layout for division:- 
 
        8   OR        8 r1 
 6 | 48       6 | 49     
      48  (8 x 6)        48  (8 x 6)  

 00         01   
 

13.8.1 Division 
 

For a three-digit division such as; 
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200 ÷ 6 = 
 
The process is to subtract multiples of 6 from 200 until the remainder 

is  
less than 6.  The answer is the number of 6’s subtracted, plus the 
remainder; 
 
e.g.         33 r2 
  6 | 200 
         60  (10 x 6) 
       140    
         60  (10 x 6) 
         80 
         60  (10 x 6) 
         20 
         18  (3 x 6) 
           2    33 r2 

         ==== 
 

13.8.2 With good knowledge multiplication tables and estimating skills, it is 
even quicker to choose an appropriate higher multiple to subtract. 

 

e.g. 1 8 0 ( 3 0 x 6 ) leading to; 
 
          33 r2 
  6 | 200 
       180  (30 x 6) 
         20 
         18  (3 X 6) 
           2 
 

This method allows easy progression to long division. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
14 Marking policy 

 

14.1 When marking children’s work we are not simply looking for a correct 
answer. The teacher needs to have regard for methods of working and judge 

whether non-standard methods are “appropriate” by looking for evidence of 
logical thinking processes and listening to, or reading the child’s explanation. 
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Correct answers receive a “tick” 
 
Incorrect answers receive a “cross”. 

 
14.1.1 In KS2 corrected answers are to be placed in an appropriate space, 

according to the type of sum and level of the child, and will receive a 
“tick” or a “cross”.  These are to be left to the discretion of the teacher 
and used as the need arises.  Where a child has had a persistent 
problem, the whole page is not  to be crossed to avoid 
demoralisation. 

 

14.2 Marking investigational work and problem solving activities.  Many criteria  
can be addressed when marking these mathematical activities and the 

teacher 
 needs to be aware of the three  important strands which pervade them ie: 

 
   Using and selecting materials and mathematics 
   Discussing, recording and interpreting 
   Predicting, testing hypotheses and proving. 

14.2.1 Self evaluation 
Children will use the traffic light system to evaluate their own 
performance: Green no problems, Orange some difficulty, Red did not 
understand 

 

14.2.2 Using mathematics 
 

Using materials 
Selecting materials 
Selecting mathematics 
Estimating 
Checking 
Considering 
Planning work methodically 
Working methodically 
Reviewing progress 
Designing, planning and carrying through a mathematical task 
Using trial and improvement methods 
Presenting alternative solutions 
Justifying 

 
  14.2.2 Communicating in mathematics 

 
 Talking  
 Asking questions 
 Describing 
 Explaining 
 Recording systematically 
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 Presenting findings in oral, written or visual form as 
appropriate 

 Interpreting information presented in oral written or visual 
form as appropriate. 

14.2.3 Development of ideas of argument and proof 
 

Making predictions 
Responding to questions 
Testing predictions and statements 
Using examples 
Generalising 
Following a chain of reasoning 
Defining 
Reasoning 
Proving and disproving 
Using “if……then” 
Using symbolism 
Recognising necessary and sufficient  conditions 
 

15 Mathematics equipment 
 
Equipment to be available in each class maths area (according to Key Stage) 
 
Check list 
 Spotty paper    Clinometer 
 Cm squared paper   Centicube – interlocking cm cubes 

Graph paper    10 cm cube 
Thin card    Hollow Decimetre cube 
Scissors (right-handed)  Graduated measure 
Set square    Small measure 
Protractor    Bucket, dish, plastic beakers 
Scales :Spring balance  Sand 
 Balance scales   Wooden beads 
 Bathroom scales  Bow Caliper 

Compression scales  Sliding Caliper 
Plane shapes    Calculators 
Solids shapes    Scissors (left handed) 
Compassed    Number line 
Stop watch    Number fans 
Metre rule    Number squares 
Measuring tape   Place value cards 
9 pin Geo board   Number games 
Trundle wheel    Coins 

 Large dice    Dominoes 
 Construction kits   Abacus 
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